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Abstract

After the Moon’s formation, Earth experienced a protracted bombardment by leftover 

planetesimals. The mass delivered during this stage of late accretion has been estimated to be 

approximately 0.5% of Earth’s present mass, based on highly siderophile element concentrations 

in the Earth’s mantle and the assumption that all highly siderophile elements delivered by impacts 

were retained in the mantle. However, late accretion may have involved mostly large (≥ 1,500 km 

in diameter)—and therefore differentiated—projectiles in which highly siderophile elements were 

sequestered primarily in metallic cores. Here we present smoothed-particle hydrodynamics impact 

simulations that show that substantial portions of a large planetesimal’s core may descend to the 

Earth’s core or escape accretion entirely. Both outcomes reduce the delivery of highly siderophile 

elements to the Earth’s mantle and imply a late accretion mass that may be two to five times 

greater than previously thought. Further, we demonstrate that projectile material can be 

concentrated within localized domains of Earth’s mantle, producing both positive and negative 
182W isotopic anomalies of the order of 10 to 100 ppm. In this scenario, some isotopic anomalies 

observed in terrestrial rocks can be explained as products of collisions after Moon formation.

Models of the final stage of terrestrial planet formation envision large planetesimals (> 1,000 

km in diameter) that were eventually removed by collisions or gravitational scattering over a 

timescale of up to a few 108 years1. The Moon is thought to be the result of a collision with 

the Earth by a ≥ 6,000-km-diameter projectile2. Evidence for continued accretion onto the 

Earth after the Moon’s formation is found in the concentrations of highly siderophile 

elements (HSEs) in the Earth’s mantle (for example, Re, Os, Ir, Ru, Pt, Rh, Pd and Au), 

which have strong chemical affinities for metallic iron. The mantle abundances of some 

HSEs are much higher than would result from metal–silicate equilibration during terrestrial 
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core formation3,4, and can be most easily explained by late accretion after core formation 

was complete5,6.

Traditional estimates assume that HSEs delivered by late projectiles completely mixed and 

chemically equilibrated with Earth’s mantle7. This may be true for undifferentiated 

projectiles, or for small, differentiated projectiles8,9. However, late projectiles may have 

been large and differentiated. Planetesimal size distributions consistent with the Moon-

forming impactor imply multiple subsequent impacts with the Earth by 1,500- to 3,000-km-

diameter projectiles (Methods). Comparably large projectiles have also been advocated to 

explain the relative abundances of HSEs on the Earth versus the Moon10,11, and the origin of 

the Moon’s orbital inclination12. Rocky planetesimals ≥ 1,500 km in diameter would 

probably have been differentiated (Methods). Portions of the projectile’s core may then have 

merged with Earth’s core, rather than being mixed into Earth’s mantle13, increasing the total 

late accretion mass needed to explain the observed mantle HSEs.

Partial accretion of differentiated planetesimals

We use smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) to simulate impacts into Earth by 

projectiles with masses (Mi) between 0.001 and 0.03 Earth masses (M⊕), corresponding to 

diameters ~1,400 to 4,400 km for a 4,000 kg m−3 density. The projectiles are differentiated 

with silicate mantles (70% by mass) and iron cores (30% by mass), which is similar to the 

average silicate-to-metal ratio for the terrestrial planets. For each projectile mass, we 

consider variable impact angles ξ = 0°, 30°, 45° and 60° (ξ = 0° is a head-on impact), and 

variable impact velocities vi/ve = 1.2, 1.7 and 2.2 (~13, 19 and 24 km s−1, respectively), 

where vi is impact speed, ve is the mutual escape velocity, while the median velocity 

expected during late accretion1 is vi/ve ~ 1.5. Each simulation has N = 2 × 105 to N = 106 

SPH particles, and the projectile core is resolved by 400 to 2 × 103 particles.

A common outcome (Fig. 1) is that portions of the projectile’s core are strongly decelerated 

by the initial impact and persist as coherent clumps many hundreds of kilometers across, 

even during temporary rebound soon after impact. This material originates predominantly 

from the interior and back side of the projectile’s core that is farthest from the impact point. 

The largest clumps subsequently descend through the mantle, settling on Earth’s core 

(Methods; Supplementary Fig. 1). These clumps are described by ≥ 102 SPH particles in our 

simulations, and their masses do not vary significantly with changes in SPH resolution 

(Methods). SPH cannot resolve small-scale turbulent mixing at the clump–mantle interface 

that could disrupt clumps during their descent13,14. However, at the time of late accretion, 

the Earth’s mantle was predominantly or entirely solid (Methods). A solid mantle’s high-

viscosity makes turbulent erosion inefficient, implying that large clumps would survive 

(Methods; Supplementary Fig. 2).

We assume that all of a projectile’s HSEs are within its core. As a result of the ‘core crash 

effect’ described above, and/or the escape of projectile core material, the delivery of HSEs to 

the Earth’s mantle by large collisions can be disproportionate with their overall delivery of 

mass. To quantify this, we define three outcomes for projectile core particles at the end of 

our impact simulations: those that descend in large clumps to overlap with the target’s core 
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particles (‘core’); those that escape (‘ejected’); and those that remain within the target’s 

mantle or that are outside the planet but gravitationally bound (‘mantle’). Projectile core 

material in the mantle at the end of our simulations has typically been stretched and 

dispersed during the impact, but has remained under pressure and is not vaporized. Turbulent 

erosion within local impact-produced melt pools (Supplementary Fig. 2) may further reduce 

this material to small size scales9, allowing it to become oxidized15 and mixed into the 

mantle. Core material lofted onto bound orbits is highly vaporized (~30 to 60% by mass), 

and may re-impact Earth as small condensates that efficiently equilibrate with the mantle16.

Figure 2 shows the fate of projectile material as a function of projectile mass for vi/ve = 1.7 

and ξ = 30° and 45°. For the most probable impact angle ξ = 45°, ~20 to 40% of the 

projectile’s core descends to the Earth’s core and does not contribute to the mantle’s HSE 

budget. In a similar fashion, ~0 to 60% of the projectile’s core is ejected. For vi/ve = 1.2/2.2 

higher/lower fractions of the projectile’s core mergers with Earth’s core. For highly oblique 

impacts with ξ ≥ 60°, much or all of the projectile core escapes in all cases (Methods; 

Supplementary Fig. 3). For each projectile mass and impact velocity, we compute a 

characteristic fraction of projectile core retained in the Earth’s mantle by averaging over the 

impact angle. This fraction ranges from 0.2 to 0.7 for Mi = 0.001 M⊕, 0.2 to 0.6 for Mi = 

0.003 M⊕, 0.1 to 0.3 for Mi = 0.01 M⊕ and 0.1 to 0.2 for Mi = 0.03 M⊕, with variation for 

each mass due to increasing values of vi/ve. Generally similar averages are found even when 

the potential for escaping core material to later re-impact the Earth is included (Methods). 

The implication is that the late accreted mass delivered to Earth by large planetesimals may 

have been greater by a factor of about two to five compared with standard estimates, 

totalling ~0.01 to 0.03 M⊕. We note that late accretion impacts onto the Moon involved 

much smaller projectiles (≤ 200 km) than modelled here, that appear unlikely to undergo 

disproportionate accretion described above9.

To assess the delivery of projectile silicate versus core to the terrestrial mantle, we define a 

delta-mass parameter (δMt):

δMt(%) = Ms′ /Mm′ / Ms/Mm − 1 × 100

where M′s and M′m are the projectile silicate and metal mass delivered to Earth’s mantle, 

respectively, while Ms and Mm are the bulk projectile silicate and metal mass, with Ms/Mm = 

2.33. The value δMt = 0 indicates that the projectile addition to the silicate Earth maintains 

the same silicate/metal proportion of the bulk projectile. Values of δMt > 0 ( < 0) indicate a 

disproportionate addition of silicate (metal). We find that large projectiles nearly always 

have δMt > 0, even when accounting for projectile silicate that escapes (Fig. 2). This 

indicates that the mass delivered to the mantle by any one projectile tends to be 

disproportionately derived from the projectile’s mantle. The integrated mass added to the 

mantle by large projectiles would then also be biased toward the silicate portions of these 

bodies, even if some of the projectiles were small and/or undifferentiated.
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Impact-produced heterogeneous mantle domains

Our simulations show that the spatial distribution of projectile material within the Earth’s 

mantle is often non-uniform, and as such large collisions could generate chemical and 

isotopic heterogeneities in the mantle with respect to the bulk silicate Earth. If such 

heterogeneities are of sufficient magnitude, and if subsequent mantle mixing is sufficiently 

slow and/or incomplete, they may ultimately be preserved in the rock record. To quantify 

such effects, we identify mantle domains with the highest concentrations of projectile 

material at the end of our SPH simulations (Fig. 3). We identify two endmember 

distributions of projectile material. In the first, an oblique impact produces a localized 

concentration of projectile core in typically mid to deep regions of the Earth’s mantle (Fig. 

3a,b). In the second, a more head-on collision deposits a large fraction of projectile’s mantle 

in a near-surface spherical cap with a diameter of ~4,000 to 8,000 km, and a radial thickness 

of ~300 km (Fig. 3c,d).

Substantial concentrations of projectile materials within discrete mantle domains would 

affect the isotopic composition of these domains in tungsten (W), a moderately siderophile 

element. The variance in μ182W (where μ182W is the deviation in parts per million of the 
182W/184W of a sample compared with a standard representing the modern, ambient 

terrestrial mantle) resulting from radioactive decay of 182Hf (t½ = 9 Myr), is commonly used 

to investigate the timing of core formation17. Well-resolved isotopic heterogeneities in W are 

measured in some terrestrial mantle-derived rocks18–22. The preservation of such signatures 

over billions of years indicates that mixing in the Earth’s mantle has been incomplete. Prior 

works suggest that some W heterogeneities originated either by metal–silicate or silicate–

silicate fractionation of Hf/W during Earth’s primary stage of accretion19,21. This requires 

that the heterogeneities were preserved during the Moon-forming impact, implying that this 

event did not homogenize the Earth’s mantle, a potentially problematic requirement for 

high-energy Moon-forming scenarios23–25.

We propose that some heterogeneities might instead have been produced after the Moon-

forming impact, during late accretion, when projectiles were smaller and limited mixing was 

perhaps more probable.

To estimate the W isotopic composition for domains identified with our SPH simulations as 

having enhanced projectile material (Fig. 3), we perform mass balance calculations 

assuming limited subsequent mixing, with isotopic and concentration parameters defined in 

the Methods section.

Figure 4a shows results for oblique impacts (ξ = 30° and 45°) that produce concentrated 

regions of projectile metal of mass Mp,m. Subsequent mixing of this material into a deep 

silicate Earth domain of mass Me,s ~ 102 to 700 Mp,m can produce μ182W values of about 

−10 to −100 ppm (see Supplementary Table 1; Methods). Projectile metal would be rich in 

HSEs, and so such regions should nominally be enriched in HSEs too, even in the limiting 

case of a domain that had not previously received any HSEs during late accretion 

(Supplementary Table 1). The only currently known ancient terrestrial rocks with negative 

tungsten anomalies (the 3.55 Ga Schapenburg komatiites) are characterized by average 
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values of μ182W of about −8 (ref. 20), broadly consistent with our core-mixing scenario. 

However, the mantle source of these komatiites was estimated to be HSE depleted, rather 

than enriched. This is in disagreement with a single-step late accretion origin, although it is 

possible that HSE depletion could be produced through a secondary, partial silicate–metal 

differentiation event. Negative anomalies of values of μ182W as low as −15 in some modern 

plume-derived ocean island basalts26 might be better explained by this process.

A positive tungsten anomaly can be produced by a concentration of projectile mantle, whose 

strongly positive μ182W value reflects the projectile’s own earlier differentiation. Figure 4b 

shows results for relatively low-velocity, head-on impacts (ξ = 0° and 30°), which have no or 

few projectile core particles in the region of projectile mantle concentration, whose mass is 

Mp,s. If subsequent mixing occurs across an Earth mantle domain of mass Me,s of a few to 

10 Mp,s, resulting anomalies have μ182W of about +50 to +200 ppm, depending on the 

projectile size. Higher impact speeds and/or more grazing collisions (ξ ~ 45–60°) result in 

generally smaller positive anomalies, of the order of 10 ppm. For example, supracrustal 

rocks from Isua, Greenland (~3.7 Ga) have average values18,27,28 of μ182W of about +13. It 

has been suggested that the positive anomalies reflect derivation from portions of the Earth’s 

mantle isolated from some portion of late accretionary additions18. This would be 

accompanied by variable depletion in HSE compared with the modern mantle. Estimates of 

the abundances of HSE in the mantle sources of these rocks range from ~50 to 100% of 

modern concentrations27,28. Our mixing model can simultaneously account for both the 

positive W isotopic anomalies and the HSE concentrations of these and other early Earth 

supracrustal rocks by considering a late impact into a mantle that has already received most 

of its HSEs from prior late accretion delivery (see Supplementary Table 1; Methods). The 

mixing scenarios presented above represent the easiest ways our model could produce 

mixing compatible with some observed W data, and other scenarios are also possible.

Variation in large impact characteristics and in the timing of such impacts during the late 

accretion epoch can thus lead to regions with either positive or negative μ182W anomalies 

and a range of HSE abundances. If observed 182W anomalies are the result of late accretion, 

their properties could provide new constraints on the magnitude and timing of early 

terrestrial collisions.

Methods

Late accretion projectile size–frequency distribution.

The size distribution of late accreted planetesimals is uncertain. Dynamical models suggest 

that during the final stage of terrestrial planet accretion, half or more of the initial mass was 

contained in Moon-sized and larger objects, with the remainder contained in smaller bodies 

(see, for example, refs 1,29,30). Such simulations do not typically resolve the formation of 

lunar- and sub-lunar-sized bodies. However, the simulations can be used to constrain the 

decay rate of the bombardment produced by such remnants, which is estimated to decrease 

to ~10% of its initial rate in approximately 50 Myr (ref. 31).

As a simple estimate of the likelihood of projectiles ≥ 1,500 km in diameter hitting the Earth 

after the Moon-forming impact, we consider a power-law size distribution of planetesimals 
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with dNb ∝ R−q dr, where dNb is the number of bodies with radii between R to R + dR and q 
is a differential size index. We consider that at the time of the Moon-forming impact, the 

postulated Mars-sized projectile was the largest member of such a distribution in the Earth’s 

vicinity, so that Nb(>Rgi) = 1, where Rgi ~ 3,500 km is the radius of the giant impactor, and 

that the planetesimal size distribution had most of its mass in its largest bodies, implying q < 

4. The number of bodies with radius greater than R expected to impact the Earth before this 

population was greatly diminished (that is, within the first few 107 to 108 years after the 

Moon formed) would be of the order of (Rgi/R)q−1. For 2 ≤ q ≤ 3.5, this implies between 5 

and 50 projectiles > 1,400 km in diameter (that is, with masses > 0.001 M⊕), and between 2 

and 8 projectiles > 3,000 km in diameter (with masses > 0.01 M⊕). Thus, multiple impacts 

by projectiles in the size range we consider here are likely.

Several other independent arguments have been made for such large projectiles during late 

accretion as a means to explain: the disproportionate accretion of HSEs onto the Earth 

versus the Moon (also strengthened by the offset in 182W isotopic composition between the 

lunar and terrestrial mantles10,11,32,33); the Moon’s heavily cratered terrains31,34; and the 

origin of the Moon’s orbital inclination through gravitational scattering12.

Differentiation state of large projectiles.

The energy per unit mass of accreting a uniform density body of mass M and radius R is 

Eacc = (3/5)GM/R. For the projectiles we consider, 0.001 ≤ M (M⊕) ≤ 0.03, 700 ≤ R (km) ≤ 

2,200, and 3.4 × 109 ≤ Eacc (erg g−1) ≤ 3.3 × 1010. For specific heat C ~8 × 106 erg g−1 K−1, 

the average temperature rise due to accretional heating alone is 400 ≤ ΔT (K) ≤ 4,000 in the 

limit of no radiative cooling. As accretional energy is expected to be deposited at depth in 

the target, cooling is inefficient unless the object is partially or fully molten; as a result, large 

objects tend to retain the heat of their formation until they begin to melt (see, for example, 

ref. 35). Accretional heating alone would thus have probably melted projectiles with M ≥ 

0.005 M⊕. Heating from 26Al radiogenic decay may have also occurred. If a projectile 

formed in ≤ 2 × 106 yr, which is plausible for the projectile sizes we consider36, the average 

temperature rise due to 26Al heating would be ≥ 1,000 K (see, for example, ref. 37 and values 

therein). The combination of accretional and radiogenic heating may thus have heated all of 

the projectiles we consider to temperatures high enough for melting and internal 

differentiation into rocky mantles and metallic cores. For comparison, Vesta, known to be a 

differentiated rocky body, is 20 times less massive than the smallest projectile here.

Re-accretion of ejected projectile core material.

A primary goal of this work is to estimate the fraction of a large projectile’s core that 

remains in the Earth’s mantle (M′m/Mm). For a given characteristic projectile mass and 

velocity, the total late accreted mass needed to account for terrestrial mantle HSE 

concentrations is approximately (0.005 M⊕)/< M′m/Mm>, where a late accretion mass of 

0.005 M⊕ corresponds to traditional estimates that assume M′m/Mm = 1, and <M′m/Mm> is 

the angle-averaged value derived from our SPH simulations.

In the main text, we estimate (M′m/Mm) by including both core particles that remain within 

the target’s mantle at the end of our SPH simulations and particles launched into bound 
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orbits that may later re-impact the Earth. Here we consider, in addition, projectile core 

particles that escape but that may later re-impact the Earth and thereby increase (M′m/Mm).

The efficiency of re-impact depends on ejecta particle size. The fraction of large bodies 

ejected from Earth on heliocentric orbits that will re-impact Earth is fimp ~ 0.3 to 0.45 (refs 
38,39). Small fragments will undergo mutually destructive collisions and be ground away 

before they re-impact38,39. Intermediate sizes are partly removed by re-impact and partly by 

collisional grinding. In Fig. 10 of ref. 38, it is estimated that the fraction of ejecta removed 

by collisional grinding is fgrind = 0.5 for 100-km-scale ejecta, fgrind = 0.9 for 10-km scale 

ejecta, and fgrind ~ 1 for vaporized ejecta, because this material re-condenses to very small 

particle sizes that are rapidly removed by radiation forces.

We use these results to estimate the portion of the escaping projectile core mass that will re-

impact Earth and add metal to the terrestrial mantle for each of our SPH simulations. In most 

cases, escaping core particles are dispersed and described by individual SPH particles on 

diverging trajectories (for example, all cases in Fig. 2). The ejecta particle sizes are then not 

resolved; they would be no more massive than an individual SPH particle (equivalent to a 

~100 km body), but could well be much less massive/smaller. For these cases, we calculate 

the vapour fraction of the escaping core particles, fvap, using ANEOS40. Typical values are 

tens of per cent vapor by mass. We then estimate the mass of escaping core particles that 

will re-impact Earth and be incorporated into its mantle as Macc ~ (1−fvap)(fimp) 

(1−fgrind)Mesc, where Mesc is the total escaping core mass, and we set fimp = 0.4 and fgrind = 

0.9 or 0.5, corresponding to 10-km- or 100-km-scale ejecta fragments.

In highly oblique (≥ 60°) collisions (for example, Supplementary Fig. 3), escaping material 

is contained primarily in a large differentiated object. In these cases, we estimate the mass of 

core particles that would re-impact the Earth and add metal to the Earth’s mantle as Macc = 

(fimp)<M′m/Mm>Mesc, with <M′m/Mm> determined from our SPH simulations of impacts 

of the parent projectile at various impact angles. Here, fimp accounts for the likelihood that 

the large body will re-impact Earth, and <M′m/Mm> approximates the portion of the large 

body’s core that will end up in the mantle following re-impact. The latter is approximate 

because the core-to-mantle ratio in the re-impacting ejected body is different from that in our 

simulated projectiles.

For all of our projectile masses and impact velocities, Macc is negligible for 0 or 30° impact 

angles. For 45° cases, Macc is typically a few to 10% of M′m, so that the mass of metal 

delivered to the mantle would be minimally increased by re-impacting ejecta. The largest 

effect is for impact angles ≥ 60°, because in these cases the escaping mass is large, and 

typically some tens of per cent of the ejected core material may re-impact the Earth and be 

retained in the mantle.

To quantify the effect of metal re-impact for each projectile mass and impact velocity, we 

compute an angle-averaged value, <M′m/Mm>*, that includes the contribution of Macc and 

compare this with the <M′m/Mm> value computed without this contribution. In the limiting 

case that dispersed non-vaporized material is contained in 100 km bodies, <M′m/Mm>* 

differs from <M′m/Mm> by several tens of per cent for the largest projectiles (0.03 M⊕), and 
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by 10 to 15% for smaller projectiles. We consider it likely that ejecta particles were much 

smaller than this. For 10 km ejecta, <M′m/Mm>* differs by a few to 10% from <M′m/Mm> 

for all cases; smaller ejecta sizes yield even smaller differences. Thus, re-impact of escaping 

metal appears unlikely to affect our basic conclusion in the main text that the late accreted 

mass may have been a factor of two to five larger than previously thought.

Impact simulations.

Collisions by projectiles much smaller than the target are often modelled using Eulerian 

(grid-based) hydrocodes that treat the target as an infinite plane (for example, ref. 9). For 

large impacts, such as those in which the projectile and the target sizes differ by less than a 

factor of ten, the target’s shape and the self-gravity of the impactor and target as they are 

distorted by the collision are important, and a numerical treatment that includes both is 

desirable. Our code2 implements the equation of state M-ANEOS40, and includes explicit 

self-gravity. The energy budget is determined by shock dissipation, and work done by 

compressional heating and expansional cooling; material strength is ignored. Particle 

smoothing lengths within the target and impactor are h ~102 km. While SPH may aptly track 

the overall dynamical outcome of a large impact, as well as flow regions described by many 

SPH particles, fluid behaviour at scales comparable to or smaller than h is not treated by 

SPH.

Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the behaviour of a projectile’s core in a 106-particle simulation. 

For an average 45° impact angle, large iron clumps form preferentially from material 

initially located in the mid back side of the projectile’s core, with front–back defined by the 

approach trajectory. The front portions of the core impact first, and there is then a ‘pile-up’ 

effect as the rear portions collide with the front portions. The net effect is that a region of 

inner core material ends up temporarily at rest and non-dispersed in the very early stages of 

the collision (Supplementary Fig. 1a). This creates favourable conditions for the formation 

of clumps that then accelerate downward toward the target’s centre (Supplementary Fig. 1b–

d). For the average 45° impact angle, lower impact velocities tend to preserve a larger part of 

the core intact that is more efficiently delivered to the core–mantle boundary, while higher 

impact velocities result in more core dispersal and reduced delivery to the Earth’s core–

mantle boundary.

We conducted a resolution test of a single 45° collision in which the number of SPH 

particles in the projectile was varied by a factor of 25 across three simulations (from ~2 × 

102 to 6 × 103). The three runs yielded broadly similar large clump masses and a similar 

fraction of the impactor core that descends to the core–mantle boundary.

Turbulent erosion of clumps.

Two key simplifications in SPH models must be considered when interpreting results from 

our simulations. First, although our SPH model treats phase transitions in a 

thermodynamically consistent manner, it does not include strength or internal friction 

associated with partial or complete solidification. In this respect, the code treats objects as 

fluid gravitating bodies. Second, SPH cannot treat behaviour that occurs on a spatial scale 

that is comparable to or smaller than an individual SPH particle. This would include 
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turbulence along the interface between the terrestrial mantle and the surfaces of large 

descending clumps of projectile core material. Such turbulence could erode clumps, 

depending on the clump size and the distance clumps descend through a fluid, low-viscosity 

magma (see, for example, refs 13,14,41).

Immediately after the Moon-forming impact, the Earth’s mantle would have been primarily-

to-fully molten (see, for example, ref. 42). Magma oceans on Earthsized planets are unlikely 

to form conductive lids, so that their subsequent rate of cooling would be regulated by 

thermal blanketing by a volatile-rich atmosphere (see, for example, refs 43,44). Models 

accounting for such effects suggest that 98% of Earth’s mantle would have solidified within 

5 Myr after the Moon-forming impact43,45,46. Complete solidification of the shallow magma 

ocean requires ~107 to 108 yr (ref. 47). The timing of large, late accretionary impacts is 

uncertain, but dynamical simulations suggest that the timescale for depletion of 90% of 

leftover planetesimals is of the order of 50 Myr, while a long-lived tail of collisions could 

last for several hundred million years (refs 11,31). Thus, the collisions considered in this 

work occur after the magma ocean resulting from the Moon formation had essentially 

solidified and any remnant magma ocean—if present—was very shallow. Heating from the 

impact itself melts a local region of mantle (Supplementary Fig. 2), but below this melt pool 

the post-impact mantle is expected to be sub-solidus.

For the impact in Fig. 1, the largest two clumps have widths of ~600 and ~400 km (note that 

in our images we plot a point at the centre of each SPH particle, when in reality each SPH 

particle represents material distributed across a diameter of roughly twice its smoothing 

length). These clumps tend to initially form near the bottom of the impact-induced melt pool 

(Supplementary Fig. 2). As a result of this, and because any remnant magma ocean at the 

time of late accretion is expected to be very shallow if present at all, we expect the clumps 

descend through a localized fluid magma layer that is smaller than their diameter. Analytical 

fluid dynamical models and laboratory experiments suggest that there would be minimal 

clump erosion in such a circumstance13.

Below the local melt pool, crystallization increases the mantle viscosity greatly (by 10 to 20 

orders of magnitude) compared with that in a fluid mantle (see, for example, ref. 47). 

Descent through a solid mantle would then be characterized by vastly less effective 

turbulence, and diffusive equilibrium between the silicate and metal would be inhibited by 

the very low solid diffusivity13. Detailed models suggest that large liquid metal diapirs 

descend through a solid mantle to the core–mantle boundary via Stokes flow48–50. This is 

consistent with our overall picture here, although the rapid descent of large clumps seen in 

the SPH simulations would in reality occur with a velocity that depends on viscosity (see, 

for example, ref. 48).

It is also worth noting that metal stranded in the mantle at the end of our simulations could 

still reach the core, for example because stressed partially molten silicates will provide 

pathways for percolation of iron (see, for example, ref. 51). A detailed exploration of this is 

left for future work.
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Mixing calculations.

We implemented two-component isotopic mixing, using the following formula:

μ182Wmix = μ182W1 + 1 (1 + g f γ)/(1 + g f ) − 1

where f = 184W2/184W1, g = M2/M1 and γ = (μ182W2 + 1)/(μ182W1 + 1). M and W indicate 

the mass and tungsten weight per cent abundances of each component, respectively. Note 

that for two-component mixing, it is the ratio of the absolute W concentration (f) that 

matters, along with the mass ratio (g). For this, we adopt μ182W values of −250 and + 2,000, 

respectively, for the metal and silicate fractions of the projectiles. We also assume W 

concentrations of 500 and 6 ppb, and Pt concentrations of 5,700 and 0.1 ppb, respectively, 

for the core and mantle of the projectile. These values are justified by typical compositions 

of iron and achondrite meteorites (see, for example, ref. 17). Note that our assumptions 

imply a bulk projectile μ182Wmix = −188, corresponding to average chondritic meteorites. 

We have also explored non-chondritic projectile compositions, and find that the ability of 

heterogeneous projectile delivery to generate significant W isotopic anomalies is largely 

unaffected by the specific μ182W and W values used for the projectile’s core and mantle.

For mixing of projectile core and terrestrial mantle, we envision addition of the metal to a 

deep mantle domain that is devoid of a prior late accretionary addition. For this scenario, W 

and Pt concentrations of 15 and 0.1 ppb are assumed for the terrestrial mantle, respectively. 

We also assume a pre-late accretionary μ182W value for this mantle to be +26 (refs 32,33).

For mixing of projectile mantle with terrestrial mantle, we consider impacts occurring after 

~80% of late accretion to the terrestrial mantle is complete (μ182W = +5, Pt = 7 ppb), and 

that the previously late accreted materials are well mixed through the mantle. In contrast to 

the addition of projectile metal, the addition of projectile mantle has only a dilutional effect 

on HSE concentrations in the resulting mixture. Consequently, calculated Pt concentrations 

in the mixtures are broadly similar to that in the current bulk silicate Earth (Supplementary 

Table 1) and consistent with measured levels in the positive W-anomaly terrestrial 

samples27.

Our parameter choices are motivated by explaining both negative and positive 182W 

anomalies. If one assumes a fixed terrestrial reservoir (that is, corresponding to a fixed time 

during late accretion), then one cannot explain both positive and negative anomalies with 

any combination of impactor material. However, there would have generally been a temporal 

evolution of conditions seen by late accretionary projectiles, with negative anomalies 

produced early before late accretion of HSE, while positive anomalies can be produced late. 

It should be noted that positive and negative W anomalies can also be attained regardless of 

the temporal evolution of the mantle, and the scenario presented above is invoked to also 

explain HSE abundances of observed samples.

Supplementary Table 1 reports mixing results as in Fig. 4. M′m, M′s and Ms are projectile 

metal and silicate, and Earth silicate, respectively. Negative anomalies: μ182W Mix 1–2 

indicates M′m + Ms two-component mixing calculations. We used W abundances of 500 and 
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15 ppb for projectile core and Earth silicate, respectively. This corresponds to a mixing ratio 

of ~3% (our nominal model in Fig. 4a). μ182W Mix 1–2–3 indicates three-component 

mixing calculations. Here we used a W abundance of 6 ppb for projectile silicate and 15 ppb 

for M′m + Ms. This shows that the addition of projectile silicate material has a negligible 

effect. Positive anomalies: μ182W Mix 1–2 indicates M′s + Ms two-component mixing 

calculations. We used W abundances of 6 and 15 ppb for projectile and Earth silicate, 

respectively. This corresponds to a mixing of ~71% (our nominal model in Fig. 4b). μ182W 

Mix 1–2–3 indicates three-component mixing calculations. For this, we used 15 ppb for M′s 

+ Ms and 500 ppb for M′m. As shown, the addition of projectile metal is negligible in most 

cases. In rare instances, a few metal particles remain close to the surface and may result in 

slightly negative anomalies (with respect to +26). For both cases, we also report the Pt 

concentrations resulting from the two-component mixing.

The current Earth–Moon difference in tungsten isotopic composition is traditionally 

interpreted as a result of their having identical μ182W values immediately after the Moon-

forming impact, followed by a chondritic late accretion that disproportionately reduced 

Earth’s value (see, for example, ref. 33). For large impacts, preferential incorporation of 

impactor mantle would lead to the preferential addition of 182W to the mantle, compared 

with a bulk chondritic addition. How such a non-chondritic late accretion would affect the 

evolution of Earth–Moon tungsten compositions is a topic for future work.

Code availability.

The SPH code is not available. An IDL W mixing code is available upon request.

Data availability.

Binary file outputs of SPH impact simulations are available upon request.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1 |. Projectile’s core interaction during large terrestrial collisions.
a–d, Four time steps in an SPH simulation (at 0.22 h (a), 0.97 h (b), 2.70 h (c) and 23.1 h 

(d)), with Mi = 0.001 M⊕, (~1,400-km-diameter projectile), ξ = 45° and vi/ve = 1.7. The 

green particles represent silicate material (Earth and projectile), the light brown particles 

indicate Earth’s core and the dark brown particles indicate the projectile’s core. The 

projectile size is shown for reference in the top-left corner of a.
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Fig. 2 |. Post-impact distribution of projectile material.
The x axis shows the fate of projectile material at the end of the SPH simulations (see text). 

The left-hand y axis indicates the normalized mass of the projectile’s core in each location. 

Projectile masses as indicated: ξ = 30° (a), ξ = 45° (b). All cases have vi/ve = 1.7. Projectile 

mantle particles are assumed to be mixed with the Earth’s mantle unless they are ejected 

from the system; the latter is indicated by the large dots and the right-hand y axis. The 

numbers next to the dots show δMt(%) (see text). Note that in a the case Mi/M⊕ = 0.003 is 

indistinguishable from Mi/M⊕ = 0.01.
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Fig. 3 |. Collisionally driven compositional heterogeneities.
a–d, Diagrams showing the location of the projectile’s core (dark brown) and mantle (green) 

particles. Earth’s particles are not shown for clarity, while the red and grey half-spheres 

indicate the Earth’s core and surface, respectively. The simulations correspond to Mi/M⊕ = 

0.001 (a), 0.03 (b), 0.001 (c) and 0.03 (d); impact angles of ξ = 45° (a,b) and 0° (c,d); vi/ve 

= 1.7 (a,b) and 1.2 (c,d). The yellow cones define regions of projectile material 

concentrations. The cone semi-aperture is 25° (a), 35° (b,d) and 20° (c). The orientation 

vectors are shown at the lower-left corner of each panel: x axis (red), y axis (blue), z axis 

(green).
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Fig. 4 |. Impact-driven W isotopic anomalies.
a, Negative μ182W anomalies (in ppm) due to the addition of projectile core material of mass 

Mp,m to domains in Earth’s mantle of mass Me,s. Curves correspond to mixing lines for 

constant absolute W ratios of the two components We,s/(We,s + Wp,m) = 1%, 2%, 3%, 5% 

and 7% (Methods). The stars indicate SPH simulations for ξ = 30° (red) and 45° (blue), with 

solid colour stars for We,s/(We,s + Wp,m) = 3%, our nominal model (Methods). The star size 

is proportional to the projectile mass (Mi/M⊕ = 0.001, 0.003, 0.01 and 0.03). The horizontal 

dashed line indicates an estimated pre-late accretion value for the silicate Earth of μ182We,s 
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= + 26 (Methods). b, Positive μ182W anomalies due to the addition of projectile mantle 

material (subscript p,s) to near-surface spherical caps (subscript e,s). The curves correspond 

to mixing lines for constant absolute W ratios of the two components We,s/(We,s + Wp,s) = 

60, 65, 71, 75 and 80% (Methods). The stars indicate SPH simulations for ξ = 0° (green) 

and 30° (yellow), with solid colour stars for We,s/(We,s + Wp,s) = 71%, our nominal model 

(Methods). The star sizes and horizontal line are as in a. Here μ182We,s = +5, corresponding 

to conditions during the late accretion epoch (Methods). A subset of simulations shown in 

these plots correspond to those in Fig. 3.
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